The synthesis problem is to decide for a deterministic transition system whether a Petri net with an isomorphic reachability graph exists and in case to nd such a net (which m ust have the arc-labels of the transition system as transitions). In this paper, we w eaken isomorphism to some form of bisimilarity that also takes concurrency into account and we consider safe nets that may have additional internal transitions. To speak of concurrency, the transition system is enriched by an independence relation to an asynchronous transition system.
Introduction
One methodology for the design of asynchronous circuits takes a transition system (whose arcs are labelled with what we call events) as speci cation of the desired behaviour, gives it a distributed implementation as a safe Petri net and transforms the latter stepwise into a circuit, see e.g. CKLY98] Yak98] gives in detail a practical example for such a development. In the synthesis of the net, it is desirable that each e v ent of the transition system corresponds to a unique transition of the net: as Yak98] shows, the transformation of the net may i n volve e v ent re nement, which i s much easier when each e v ent is represented by one transition only with this property, it is e.g. easy to re ne an event e such t h a t e a c h occurrence of e in a run of the original net is replaced alternatingly by an occurrence of e 1 or one of e 2 in a run of the re ned This work was partially supported by t h e D F G-project`Halbordnungstesten '. net. Also some existing procedures for e cient direct compilation of a net into an asynchronous circuit rely on this property. 1 Since we desire this property, it is natural that we restrict attention to deterministic transition systems.
A pivotal contribution to the synthesis problem is the theory of regions, see e.g. NRT92] it allows a characterization of those transition systems TSfor which a n elementary Petri net exists whose reachability graph is isomorphic to TS . Elementary nets are (almost) the same as safe nets without loops a nice feature is that for such nets independence of transitions corresponds exactly to`diamonds' in the transition system. But PKY95] points out, that loops are very natural in particular in the context of circuits and allow to implement additional transition systems the theory of regions is extended accordingly (almost) to general safe nets the results can be seen as a specialization of the parametric results in DS93]. On the other hand, CKLY98] weakens the requirements of NRT92] and shows that for each transition system TSsatisfying the weaker requirements there exists an elementary net whose reachability graph is bisimilar to TS . F or nets or transition systems (without internal events), bisimilarity and language equivalence coincide based on HKT92], language equivalent realization of transition systems is studied in BBD95] for bounded nets and in Dar98] for unbounded nets. Finally, Y ak98] is confronted with a transition system that cannot be realized by a net in any of these approaches since the reaction to such a situation can hardly be simply to give up, he rst inserts an internal event i n to the transition system`in a harmless way', i.e. he achieves in his example an implementation with a net that has an additional internal transition in fact, the net (i.e. its reachability graph) is bisimilar to the original transition system. Implementation of transition systems in this sense is the topic of the present paper.
Thus, we are given a deterministic transition system TSas a speci cation of some behaviour and we w ant to nd a (general) safe net whose transitions are the events of TSand possibly some additional internal events, and whose reachability graph is (weakly) bisimilar to TS . This ensures (but see below) that the net has essentially the desired behaviour also, properties formulated e.g. in Hennessy-Milner logic and checked for the transition system will also hold for the net, see Yak98] for an informal check of this type. Note that internal events could lead to a new and usually unwanted behaviour that is ignored by bisimulation, namely divergence, i.e. in nite internal computation hence, we additionally require the net to be divergence-free.
It should be mentioned that it is easy to turn an arbitrary transition system into a Petri net when labelling of the transitions is allowed. Furthermore, constructions are known { see e.g. BDKP91] { that turn a labelled Petri net into one where there are additional internal transitions, but otherwise each label occurs only once the latter is the kind of net we are looking for. To the best of the author's knowledge, the known constructions either do not give a bisimilar net or introduce divergence.
We will show that it is also not too di cult to nd a bisimilar divergence-free implementation for each transition system but it turns out that it is completely sequential. This is undesirable e.g. for performance reasons hence, an additional requirement is to preserve concurrency { for which concurrency must be speci ed in the rst place. We will therefore in fact start from an asynchronous transition system (ATS) which is a deterministic transition system with an additional independence relation on the events. In a categorical setting, asynchronous and similar transition systems are related to nets by giving a characterization of those ATS for which a net exists whose reachability graph (with independence relation) is isomorphic to the ATS in DS93, NW95] instead of requiring isomorphism, we w ant to compare the behaviour of an ATS and a net.
Preservation of concurrency could mean that the net should have the same step sequences or the same partial order semantics as the ATS, where the latter semantics could be de ned via Petri net processes or equivalently as (Mazurkiewicz) traces see e.g. NW95] { also for ATS. Or one could combine this with bisimilarity a n d require step or history-preserving bisimilarity for our rst result, we will consider something in between: ST-bisimilarity, w h i c h combines bisimulation with a partial order semantics based on so-called interval orders, see e.g. Vog92]. We will show that each A TS (with a weak requirement for independence) can be implemented by a n ST-bisimilar divergence-free safe net.
Then, we will consider ATS with the usual strong requirement for independence we will show h o w to decide whether for such a n A TS there exists a safe net without internal events with a bisimilar reachability graph, and we will prove that one such net is in fact history-preserving bisimilar to the ATS. Finally, w e will mention an ATSmodi cation that sometimes helps to nd a history-preserving bisimilar divergencefree safe net with internal events a special case is the modi cation used in Yak98] and mentioned above.
We conclude this introduction by mentioning another two v ery interesting contributions to the synthesis problem. Sun98, Chapter 5] considers the case that the speci cation of the desired behaviour is given as a temporal logic formula and presents an e ective decision procedure whether there exists a safe net with possibly some additional internal events meeting the speci cation. Dar98] generalizes the synthesis problem in two other ways: rstly, t wo regular languages are given and a (possibly unbounded) net is sought for with a language between the given ones secondly, t h e problem of realizing a deterministic context-free language with a net is considered.
Petri nets and ST-bisimulation
This section gives a short introduction to safe Petri nets (place/transition-nets). For general information on nets, the reader is referred to e.g. Pet81, Rei85] .
In this paper, a safe Petri net N (or just a net for short) is a tuple (S E v E i F M N ) satisfying a number of requirements explained in the following. S, E v and E i , are nite disjoint sets of places and visible and internal events t h us, we call the elements of E = E v E i events instead of transitions. N is called visible if E i is empty. F S E E S is the set of arcs (which all have w eight 1), and M N is the initial marking, w h i c h i s a s a n y marking a subset of S. W h e n w e i n troduce a net N or N 0 etc., then we assume that implicitly this introduces its components S, E v , E, : : :or S 0 , E 0 v , : : : , etc. and similarly for other tuples later on.
For each x 2 S E, t h e preset of x is x = fy j (y x) 2 Fg and the postset of x is x = fy j (x y) 2 Fg. These notions are extended pointwise to sets, e.g. X = S x2X x. I f x 2 y \ y , then x and y form a loop. General assumption All nets considered in this paper are safe and have o n l y e v ents with nonempty presets. (The latter is not much of a restriction since one can add to each violating event a a new marked place on a loop with a. The former can be ensured by adding complementary places, see e.g. Dev90] .) For convenience, we also assume that for each e v ent a there is some reachable marking that enables a.
It is obvious how to generalize the ring rule to in nite sequences. It is usually desirable that a net be divergence-free, i.e. that no reachable marking enables an in nite sequence of internal events. Next, we lift the enabledness and ring de nitions to the level of visibility:
A sequence v 2 E v is visibly enabled under a marking M, denoted by M vii, i f there is some sequence w 2 E with M wi such t h a t v is obtained from w by deleting all internal events. If M = M N , t h e n v is called a visible ring sequence. To each n e t N we associate an independence r elation I(N) on its events, where a I (N) b if a a and b b are disjoint. Note that I(N) is irre exive and symmetric. For a marking M, E is an M-step if the events in are enabled under M and pairwise independent in this case, the events can re in any order under M and, intuitively, also simultaneously.
We a r e i n terested in behaviour notions that capture choice and concurrency in a strong sense, hence in variants of bisimulation that also consider concurrency. ( T h e basic bisimulation will be treated in the next section.) One such v ariant is called STbisimulation its key idea is that the ring of a visible event a consists of a beginning a + and an end a ; , w h e r e a + checks the enabledness of a and consumes the input of a, while a ; produces the output. Thus, concurrency in the sense of overlapping occurrences can be observed for visible events { while internal events cannot be observed at all. This is a stronger notion of concurrency than e.g. steps it corresponds to a partial order semantics that is weaker than causality as captured by net processes or Mazurkiewicz traces, but is instead based on so-called interval orders (see e.g. Vog92] ) and suitable to judge temporal e ciency when events take time, see Vog95] .
If events have a beginning and an end, a system state cannot adequately be described by a marking alone instead, it consists of a marking together with some events that have started, but have not nished yet, and it is called an ST-marking. In the corresponding ring rule, the preset of a starting event is usually subtracted from the marking immediately GV87] for compatibility with the next section, we use an alternative but equivalent formulation.
An ST-marking (M ) o f a n e t N consists of a reachable marking M and an M-step E v . T h e initial ST-marking is (M N ). This is not necessary in our setting, since here a step can contain at most one a { whereas in general there can be several a-labelled transitions in a step, i. In this paper, we de ne the reachability graph of a net N to be an ATS: its states are the reachable markings, it has the same visible and internal events as N, the transition relation is given by the ring rule, M N is the initial state and the independence relation is I(N) restricted to those (a b) that are enabled under a common reachable marking.
With this in mind, the above de nition of ST-bisimulation extends the one from the last section, since nets are ST-bisimilar if and only if their reachability graphs are ST-bisimilar. In this sense, we can also speak of a net being ST-bisimilar to an ATS or wATS.
Similarly, w e c a l l t wo nets bismilar if their reachability graphs are bismilar, and this way w e can also speak of a net being bisimilar to an ATS or wATS.
History-preserving bisimulations, or hp-bisimulations for short, are usually de ned for nets based on the partial orders induced by net processes. These partial orders can alternatively be obtained as Mazurkiewicz traces. Since the latter can be naturally de ned for ATS as well, we de ne hp-bisimulation for ATS in this way via the reachability graph, this also de nes when two nets or a net and an ATS are hp-bisimilar. Note that, due to the stronger independence requirement for ATS, all elements of a trace of A are occurrence sequences reaching the same state.
To e a c h trace a 1 : : : a n ] w e can associate a labelled partial order on f1 : : : n g: each i is labelled with a i and the order is the least transitive relation where i is less than' j if i < j and a i and a j are dependent. a 1 : : : a n ] is exactly the set of linearizations of this labelled partial order, which is up to isomorphism independent of the representative a 1 : : : a n . (Hence, strictly speaking, we consider labelled partial orders only up to isomorphism.) If we restrict the labelled partial order to the visible events, we obtain the visible po of a 1 : : : a n ]. 
vice versa
Again, for general labelled nets, the elements of an hp-bisimulation are in fact triples where the additional component is an explicit isomorphism between the visible partial orders again this is not necessary here where elements with the same label are always ordered such that the required isomorphism is unique.
ST-bisimilar implementations of weak ATSs
Assume a visible weak ATS A = ( Q E v T q 0 I ) is given. In this section, we will construct a net N that is ST-bisimilar to A. First of all, we nd a family of cliques covering the dependence graph of I, i.e. a family (D i ) of nonempty subsets of E v such that the elements of each D i are pairwise dependent and such t h a t f o r a n y dependent events a and b there exists a D i containing a and b in particular, the union of the D i is E v since possibly a = b. If one is not interested in concurrency, o n e c a n c hoose I = and E v as the only D i Figure 1 shows a transition system and part of our net construction for this simple case, which yields a sequential net. 2. M(q ) enables an internal event i it has the form (q a) with a 2 and q a ! p for some p t h e n , M(q ) (q a)iM(p n f ag).
Proof: First note that divergence-freeness will follow from statement 2 . We will consider some M(q ) and show that ring any enabled transition does not violate safety and reaches again a marking of the desired form. Since the initial marking is M(q 0 ), this shows that N is safe and the reachable markings of N are of the desired form. From our considerations, it will be easy to see that any M(q ) can be reached in N by taking a sequence reaching q in A, inserting after each a occurring from some p in A the internal transition (p a) and nally adding the events in in some order.
If a 2 E v is enabled under M(q ), then a needs a token from s a , hence q a !, and a needs a token from all D i , w h e r e a 2 D i t h us, all these D i have an empty intersection with such that a is independent o f e a c h e v ent i n by c hoice of the D i . Vice versa, each a with q a ! that is independent of each e v ent i n is easily seen to be enabled under M(q ). Firing such a n a gives M(q f ag) and does not violate safety.
An internal event enabled under M(q ) needs a token from s q and from some s a , and thus must have the form (q a) with a 2 and q a ! p for some p. By considering the di erent t ypes of places separately, w e will show t h a t e a c h such ( q a) is in fact enabled and that ring it does not violate safety and reaches M(p n f ag). demonstrates the transformation of the given ATS that is implied by our construction one could call it -splitting of events where stands for an internal event. But it also makes clear that this construction does not always give a`good' result: the occurrence sequence ab13c gives a trace where, in the visible po, c comes`after', i.e. depends causally on, both a and b. Of course, it is straightforward to nd a net N with the given ATS as reachability graph, such t h a t i n N c is completely independent o f a.
But note that the construction of this section works for any weak asynchronous transition system indeed, Figure 3 shows a transition system and a net implementa- we w ould need a reachable marking bisimilar to p ring internal events from this marking, we w ould reach a stable marking M (i.e. one not enabling an internal event) by d i v ergence-freeness, and M would also be bisimilar to p, since the transition system does not have i n ternal events and thus internal events of the net do not make a n y ] only considers transition systems without loops, which is usual and also applies to CKLY98]. Since we will consider the problem of realizing a visible transition system with a bisimilar visible net, and since transition systems without loops can be bisimilar to transition systems with loops, this restriction does not seem natural in our context. Hence, we t a k e the opportunity t o f o r m ulate the theory of regions and its variation according to CKLY98] for general safe nets, where the rst part simply means to spell out a special case of the results in DS93].
In this section, all events are visible, i.e. the additional feature of internal events is of no importance and we are in the more usual setting. Also, our results do not depend on independence independence is just an additional feature that makes Theorem 5.4 below stronger using Proposition 5.3.
For a visible ATS A, a region is a nonempty, proper subset R of Q satisfying for each e v ent a one of the following cases (where the third is a subcase of the fourth):
R is a pre-region of a, R 2 a, i . e . q a ! p implies q 2 R and p 6 2 R. R is a post-region of a, R 2 a , i . e . q a ! p implies q 6 2 R and p 2 R. R is a co-region of a, R 2 a, i.e. q a ! p implies q 2 R and p 2 R. a is not crossing R, i.e. q a ! p implies q p2 R or q p6 2 R.
A visible ATS is safe, if it satis es the following two properties: event separation: f o r a l l a 2 E and q 2 Q, :q a ! implies that there exists a region R 2 a a with q 6 2 R. state separation: for all p q 2 Q with p 6 = q, there exists a region R such that p 2 R i q 6 2 R.
We will show that safe ATS are (up to isomorphism) just the reachability graphs of general safe nets, where one implication is quite obvious. We call an event a with q a ! q for all states q a loop-event. Now assume we are given a safe ATS A let R be a set of regions that are su cient to satisfy event and state separation. We construct a net N = ( R fsg E v F M N ) by letting (R a) 2 F if R 2 a a, ( a R) 2 F if R 2 a a, ( a s) (s a) 2 F if a is a loop-event, and nally M N = fR 2 R j q 0 2 Rg f sg. First note, that each e v ent a has a nonempty preset in N since it is either a loop-event or it has a region R with (R a) 2 F by e v ent separation.
We n o w s h o w that the reachability graph of N is isomorphic to A except for the independence relation, where q 2 Q corresponds to fR 2 R j q 2 Rg f sg, w h i c h i s injective b y state separation of R and obviously preserves initial states.
We will show that this correspondence preserves the transition relation, too, and also check t h a t s a f e t y is not violated in N. Since all states are reachable, this shows at the same time that our correspondence is a bijection onto the reachable markings.
Observe that a loop-event has only s in its pre-and postset, which is always marked thus, we can ignore s and any l o o p -e v ents in the following. Now, take corresponding q and M and rst assume q a ! q 0 . I f ( R a) 2 F, t h e n q 2 R and R is marked under M t h us, a is enabled under M w e de ne M 0 = ( M n a) a . W e c heck the di erent possibilities for a region R 2 R w.r.t. a. I f R 2 a, then on the one hand q 2 R and q 0 6 2 R, while on the other hand ring a empties R hence R 6 2 M 0 . I f R 2 a , t h e n on the one hand q 6 2 R and q 0 2 R, while on the other hand ring a marks R hence R 6 2 M, such that safety is not violated, and R 2 M 0 . I f R 2 a, t h e n o n t h e o n e h a n d q 2 R and q We conclude:
Theorem 5.4 If A is a safe ATS, then there e e ctively exists a (visible) net N whose reachability graph is isomorphic to A.
As a next step, we w eaken the de nition of a safe ATS. A visible ATS is semi-safe if it satis es event separation, but not necessarily state separation. Thus, a semi-safe ATS is up to the treatment of loops and up to independence what CKLY98] calls an excitation-closed transition system. Following CKLY98], we will show that a semisafe ATS A can be realized by a visible net up to bisimilarity b y transforming A to a bisimilar safe ATS and applying the above theorem. Semi-safety on languages, i.e. on in nite tree-shaped transition systems is also considered in BBD95] and in the context of trace languages in HKT92]. We note a lemma rst. a and b) . Clearly, it cannot be the reachability graph of a net, but identi cation of the two`terminal' states gives such a n A TS.
Results on bisimilar and hp-bisimilar implementations of ATSs
Largely repeating from the literature, we h a ve seen in the last section that semi-safe ATSs can be implemented as visible nets up to bisimilarity. We started out with the aim to use behaviour notions that also consider concurrency. With the following easy lemma, it becomes obvious from Proposition 5.3 that, whenever w e can realize a visible ATS by a bisimilar visible net, we can also realize it by a hp-bisimilar visible net this applies in particular to semi-safe ATSs.
Lemma 6.1 If two bisimilar visible ATSs have the same independence r elation, then they are hp-bisimilar.
Proof: By bisimilarity, t h e t wo visible ATSs have the same occurrence sequences, hence the same traces, and the identity is an hp-bisimulation. While semi-safety is su cient to ensure that a bisimilar visible net exists, we will now describe an e ective algorithm to decide whether to a given visible ATS there exists a bisimilar (or hp-bisimilar) visible net. We list some easy lemmata rst. ! q 2 , : : : , q n;1 an ! q n in A taking the subsequence of tree-edges and representing each s u c h tree-edge q a ! p as (q a p), we obtain a sequence which we call a tree-path to q n . Note that cannot contain a repetition, and thus there can only be nitely many tree-paths to any q.
We (R). We conclude that scc-tree(A) is semi-safe.
2
Without internal events, nding a bisimilar net is the same problem as nding a language equivalent net. This problem has been considered for unbounded nets in HKT92] (in a trace setting), for bounded nets (without loops) in BBD95] and, very recently, for unbounded nets (without loops) in Dar98]. It is shown that the language, i.e. the complete unfolding of the transition system, has to satisfy event separation. So the important point of our result is that scc-tree(A) is nite. BBD95, Dar98] give e ective results, where BBD95] works on regular expressions, while Dar98] uses a nite tree-like unfolding of the transition system this unfolding seems to be much more complicated than ours { where of course the problem considered is di erent a n d unbounded nets are more involved than safe ones.
There can be exponentially many tree-paths in a visible ATS A, e.g. if it consists of a sequence of states each being connected to the next by two arcs. On the other hand, if A has n states, there are at most n n tree-paths, so scc-tree(A) can be at most of exponential size compared to A.
To make A and, thus, scc-tree(A) smaller, one can rst of all replace A by its bisimilarity-quotient A 0 . Since bisimilarity o n A is a bisimulation and an equivalence, A 0 is a visible ATS bisimilar to A by Lemma 5.5, so the existence of a bisimilar net can be checked for A 0 instead of A.
In fact, I assume that in practice the simplicity of the scc-tree will help a lot. In many cases, A or at least its bisimilarity-quotient A 0 will be strongly connected or consist of a path from the initial state to some scc (which is then the only one which may contain more than one state). ;! p { and some arc involved is a tree-edge, then the diamond would be split in scc-tree(A) this cannot help to nd a net, since in a net ring ab or ba leads to the same marking thus, splitting in the construction of scc-tree(A) could be reduced such that diamonds are kept intact. We n o w come to the last contribution of this section: we will exhibit a construction on ATSs that preserves hp-bisimilarity a n d i n volves internal events. The example treated in Yak98] demonstrates that this can turn a visible ATS that is not semi-safe into one that is safe if one regards the additional internal event as visible. This shows how to use our construction: the new ATS is isomorphic to the reachability graph of a n e t N which is therefore hp-bisimilar to the original ATS if we regard the additional event o f N as internal again. (In formal words, this is true because hp-bisimilarity i s a congruence for hiding.) Later, we will give an example showing that the construction is not always helpful. Thus, for the time being, we can only o er a trial-and-error method that may help to nd a hp-bisimilar net. Proof: The claim about divergence-freeness should be clear. We will show the theorem for a visible ATS A this is su cient, since turning visible events into internal ones preserves hp-bisimilarity. Assume we are given q and the family of arcs as above. a between the two arcs makes it impossible { the -transition would have t o h a ve a zero-e ect, but would be required to change the marking. Of course, this can be remedied by inserting another internal event on the other side of the diamond. We conclude by the remark that our construction above coincides with the one in Section 4 in an extreme case, namely if all events are dependent and we apply the former to each arc separately.
Conclusion
We h a ve considered the problem of nding a safe net (possibly with internal events) that implements the behaviour described by a n a s y n c hronous transition system without internal events, i.e. the net must be divergence-free (since clearly the transition system is) and bisimilar to the transition system in a way that does not only consider nondeterministic choices but also concurrency. W e h a ve s h o wn how to construct an ST-bisimilar implementation and have also considered the problem of a historypreserving bisimilar implementation.
The results in this paper are only a beginning. Clearly, the problem of nding a history-preserving bisimilar implementation for an asynchronous transition system has only been touched upon, although the author does not know o f a n y asynchronous transition system that does not have s u c h an implementation. Furthermore, for realistic application it is necessary to optimize the implementation by minimizing the number of places (as it is e.g. done in CKLY98]) or { most of all { the number of additional internal transitions.
